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Abstract
Despite the rigorous debate around the purposes of higher education and the associated concept of graduate attributes,
science education at the tertiary level has remained largely impervious to engaging with these ideas. This is may be due
to the emphasis on the knowledge base of the hard science as opposed to the emphasis on the knower in the humanities.
However, many science graduates leave tertiary institutions with a fairly simplistic epistemology despite the rhetoric of
the importance of problem solving and conceptual understanding. Arguments stemming from an emphasis on the being
of the student are easily dismissed by scientists as being irrelevant or substantially less important than the content
knowledge of their subjects. In exploring the philosophy of Karl Popper an argument can be made for the importance of
personal development on the basis of Popper’s understanding of critique.
Keywords: Popper, Critique, Science education, Personal development, Being
1. Introduction
The debate around the purpose of higher education continues formally in the literature (Altbach, Reisberg, & Rumbley,
2009; Barnett & Griffin, 1997; Bok, 2003; Mann, 2008; Readings, 1996) and informally in the tea rooms, hallways and
offices of higher education institutions. As more and more students find access to and participate in higher education,
questions around the meaning and value of higher education become increasingly complex and increasingly important.
Institutionally, this arena is crystallizing around the, so-called, graduate attributes (Barrie, 2004; Green, Hammer, & Star,
2009). Where graduate attributes once dealt with the kind of student who chose to go to particular institutions, they were
perhaps a little easier to distinguish – the ‘Oxford man’ of the 1930’s conjures a clear mental image (cf Maton, 2007).
But as the student cohort entering the system continues to diversify, their attributes as they leave the system are less
easily identifiable. As the absolute cost of higher education is also increasing, we must seriously question the ‘added
value’ of higher education (Liu, 2009; Marginson & Rhoades, 2002; Sparks, 2011). Barnett’s call for a focus on ‘being’
speaks directly to this issue (Barnett, 2008, 2009). Although there is a strong economic drive for a defined skill and
knowledge set (Mann, 2008), in an era when people are far more mobile in terms of their career path (Hall, 1996),
higher education which limits itself to this level of function does not necessarily serve its graduates as well as it could.
In the science education literature these kinds of conversations are almost totally absent. Although it can be argued that
incorporating the skills of following, developing and defending a rational argument are crucial elements of science
education (Bricker & Bell, 2008). Indeed, it is these skills which directly impact a person’s ability to participate
consciously and rationally in a democratic society (Nussbaum, 2006). Furthermore, the ability to participate in an
intelligent, critical conversation requires a degree of personal and intellectual maturity. Along with this, for science
graduates, it is important to understand the particular form of knowledge that comprises science, together with an
appreciation of the roles of other forms of knowing.
In this paper some Popperian principles are explored and examined as ways to hold together the essence of a good
science education together with the broader purposes of higher education. This points towards a model of education
which prepares students not only for work in particular knowledge fields, but also for participation in civic society. The
association between quality education and participation in a democratic society has been long asserted. One such
example is the work of John Dewey. Dewey, one of the giants of progressive education in the early twentieth century,
was very clear that a functioning democracy was dependent on the quality of education (Westbrook, 1993). Karl Popper
is well known in political science for his idea of the importance of critique in a functioning democracy (Magee, 1974).
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2. Graduate attributes in science education
Walker argues that university education should comprise three dimensions: ‘personal development, economic
opportunities and fostering educated citizens’ (2008, p. 478). If one examines graduates who hold a bachelor’s degree in
science one may well question the efficacy of undergraduate curricula with respect to Walker’s first and third
dimensions. Felder and Brent (2004a) argue that science graduates persistently emerge from undergraduate education
with a more simplistic understanding of the nature of knowledge than their counterparts in the social sciences and
humanities. This seems slightly odd if one accepts at face value the emphasis placed on the ideals of critical thinking and
problem solving which are so prevalent in the rhetoric associated with science degrees. Perhaps one of the issues here is
the strong valuing of specific knowledge and skill sets, which may come at the expense of personal development in
science education. A cursory search of the Journal of College Science Teaching over the period 1997-2010
(approximately 1000 papers ) on the key phrases or words ‘graduate attributes’ (0 hits); ‘personal development’ (5 hits);
‘citizen’ (10 hits); and ‘agency’ (6 hits) contrasts sharply which a more general higher education journal. In Teaching in
Higher Education over the same period (approximately 840 papers in total): ‘graduate attributes’ (14 papers); ‘personal
development’ (83 papers); ‘citizen’ (49 papers); and ‘agency’ (144 papers). From this very superficial survey, it is
immediately apparent that, apart from a tiny minority, there is little engagement in science education with the idea of
personal transformation. Nonetheless, few university based scientists would argue against the concept of the university
postulated by Bowden and Marton: ‘… the university is not primarily about the reproduction of the collective mind (i.e.
the complex of all the ways in which we are capable of thinking about the world), but it is about expanding, widening
and transforming the collective mind’ (1998, p. 5). But one might ask whether such a transformation of the collective
mind is possible if one pays no attention to individual transformation. Dewey (1963) suggests that if one fails to identify
the desired ends of one’s education system, then one is unlikely to achieve them.
Popper (2002) postulates that knowledge progresses best through critique. In asserting this position one can argue that
the ability to articulate one’s position and to engage in a critical conversation about this position requires substantial
interpersonal skills. With this in mind, perhaps one would do better to frame the goal of science education in terms of
the development not simply of scientists, but of ‘scientist citizens’. Using Mann’s terms (2008, p. 139), we are not
simply looking for graduates who are ‘inquiry-driven and capable of critique, analysis and reflection’ but graduates who
are also ‘confident, vital and resilient; … and capable of informed and effective action in collaboration with others’.
That is to say, it is important that we find a way to value personal development if our science graduates are to be more
effective scientists. An effective scientist is not simply knowledgeable about science, but is able to interact with society
as a scientist. In raising the idea of ‘scientist citizens’ we may find a way to hold Walker’s three dimensions of a
university education (2008) without resorting to explicit inclusion of ‘soft skills’ which are so easily eliminated from
curricula under the continual pressure from an exponentially increasing information set. Such a notion is only defensible
if it can be demonstrated that science education could be improved if some attention is given to personal development.
The philosophy of Karl Popper can provide this foundation.
3. Knowledge in science education
The focus of this paper is on science education. The aim is to explore how knowledge is used, developed and passed on
within a scientific paradigm. Popper distinguishes between ‘science’ and ‘non-science’ and focuses his efforts on
knowledge in science (Popper, 2002). Before engaging with the key Popperian principles it may be worthwhile to briefly
explore the way in which knowledge is understood in science. The broad strokes of the ideological debates around the
primary purpose of higher education often fail to acknowledge the difference between the ways in which ‘knowledge’
itself is understood in different disciplines. In the hard sciences, (Becher & Trowler, 2001) knowledge is often presumed
to be independent of the one who knows, indicating an underlying belief that a bit of information ‘known’ by two
different individuals is the same. This is in contrast to the ‘soft sciences’ where the knower becomes more significant.
Maton (2000) refers to the distinction between the ‘knowledge mode of legitimation’ and the ‘knower mode of
legitimation’. Disciplines which have a knowledge mode of legitimation claim that ‘anyone can produce knowledge
provided they comply with [the defined] extra-personal practices’(Maton, 2000, p. 156). Conversely, in disciplines
which have a knower mode of legitimation, ‘claims to knowledge by actors within the intellectual field are legitimated
by reference to the knower’s subjective or inter-subjective attributes and personal experiences’ (Maton, 2000, p. 157).
The hard sciences would fall squarely into Maton’s ‘knowledge mode’ of legitimation as opposed to ‘knower mode’ of
legitimation (2000). That is to say, that the knower has little impact on what is known. In the social sciences, the way in
which the knower interprets the information is far more consciously understood to have an impact on what is known. It
is hardly surprising then, that in science education the knower and, by association, ideas of personal development and
citizenship are perceived to be the poor cousins of the favoured heir ‘knowledge’. Hence the exploration of the
integration of these ‘knower’ focused ideas is of marginal interest in science education research.
Published by Sciedu Press
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4. Key Popperian tenets
Karl Popper is strongly associated in scientific circles with a substantial critique on logical positivism. In politics, he is
remembered for his critique on Marx and in philosophy, for his strong attack on Plato (Magee, 1974). Although his work
has itself been critiqued, refined and occasionally refuted, he is counted as one of a handful of influential philosophers of
the mid-twentieth century. His critical rationalist stance provides something of a middle road between rationalism
(knowledge grows through reason) and empiricism (knowledge grows through experience). For Popper neither approach
is adequate on its own. Critical rationalism insists that both reason and experience are necessary for the growth of
knowledge (Parton & Bailey, 2008). Popper wrote extensively on society, science and knowledge, and underpinning his
arguments and critiques are a few fundamental attitudes which throw an interesting light on education.
4.1 Problem solving: Popper argues that problem solving is a primal activity – a driving force for evolution. The
principal problem to be solved in this sense is survival. For education this raises an interesting possibility – problem
solving is an innate human quality. The role as educator is not so much to ‘teach’ problem solving as to provide an
environment in which the innate problem solving ability of students is evoked. It is important to acknowledge the
significance of this mind-shift. If we have confidence in the students’ ability to solve problems, then we can rely on this
skill when we teach. The focus and emphasis of our teaching will naturally change. The focus becomes trying to provide
a curriculum which draws on this natural ability which then aids the momentum of learning. The issue of problem
solving can be understood at two different levels. First, on the level of the curriculum content: for Popper all learning is
a problem solving activity. In the first instance, on hearing a new fact, the problem to be solved is how one categorises
the information with respect to pre-existing mental categories; does this confirm or challenge what I have previously
held to be true. Secondly, problem solving is relevant to how the key players engage with the material. The primary
problem for the student is successfully negotiating the hurdles of assessment. The well documented phenomenon of
‘surface learning’ (Marton & Säljö, 1984) is a solution, albeit one which is pedagogically inferior, to this particular
hurdle. The influence of assessment of the depth or quality of learning has also been established, although it is perhaps a
little naive to presume that simply altering assessment may dramatically affect the outcomes of any particular course
(Shay, 2008). Nonetheless, it is useful for the educator to examine how one might frame assessment in such a way that a
deeper approach to learning is truly rewarded. An example of this is the introduction of questions which explicitly test
conceptual understanding rather than the more traditional application type questions. Mazur and co-workers (2001; 2002)
have shown the efficacy of this approach in first year physics courses. Students able to perform complex mathematical
operations failed to perform well on the force concept inventory whilst managing to pass standard examinations. This
indicates that the ability to produce the correct answer using the appropriate algorithm does not necessarily correlate
with correct conceptual understanding. However, good performance in conceptual tests is strongly associated with
performance in more traditional testing. In the physical sciences, whilst we claim to prize conceptual understanding,
critical thinking and problem solving abilities, we frequently do not assess in a way which rewards these abilities.
4.2 Critique: Popper argues that knowledge is only advanced through critique. This idea overlaps with the importance of
problem solving, but critique requires conscious reflection which simple problem solving does not. This is, therefore, a
separate category for consideration. Furthermore critique, as it is envisioned by Popper, requires engagement with
another. This means that knowledge is best constructed in a social context. Note, this is not necessarily to hold the
postmodernist viewpoint that because knowledge is socially constructed it is ultimately subjective. For Popper (1978),
there is such a thing as objective knowledge and it resides in his ‘World 3’. The Popperian cosmology envisions three
‘worlds’. World 1 is the world of physical objects and physical energy. Biological entities interact in World 1. World 2
is the mental or psychological world. This is the world in which emotion, thoughts and perceptions exist, for example,
human suffering. World 3 is the world of products of the human mind. Language, scientific theory, art and feats of
engineering would all exemplify World 3 (Popper, 1978).
A truly Popperian education system must prepare students for intellectual engagement with others. The goal of a
Popperian education would not be autonomy i.e. the ability to work alone, but rather the ability to work independently in
a context in which all knowledge is tested in community through critique. This critique of knowledge comes in two
different forms. Firstly, for those ideas which can be tested practically, experiments must be devised to disprove the idea.
The strength or credibility of an idea comes from the failure of a variety of such experiments. Inevitably the idea should
be tested by more than simply the person who generated the idea. Secondly, for those ideas that cannot be proved or
disproved experimentally, the use of rational argument must be employed. The weakest point of the idea must be
thoroughly probed by counter arguments in order to determine whether it actually holds. Again, it is often difficult for
most people to develop the strength of counterargument required for this probing against one of their own ideas. The
importance of an exchange with others is vital in this respect. It could be noted here, that if one is to take the brief
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encounter with Wittgenstein as illustrative of Popper’s ability to engage in such dialogue, then perhaps Popper was not
the best disciple of his own work (Edmonds & Eidinow, 2001)! (Note 1)
In terms of establishing an educative environment several points emerge from the idea of critique. Firstly, as has been
well established, reflection is an important part of the learning cycle (Dewey, 1933). Secondly, this challenges the
educator to take the stance of one who has explored the intellectual territory to a greater extent, rather than one who
knows everything in the intellectual territory. It allows for the possibility that the knowledge and understanding of all
participants in the educative process may develop and grow as knowledge and information are grappled with. Mann
argues that academic practice must be the process of trying ‘to make sense of the world and ourselves in it for the
purposes of developing and communicating understanding in order to act in and on the world for the better’ (2008, p.
139). For Popper, this is philosophy and every human person is a philosopher. Philosophy is an inescapable activity of
any human being, because the critical examination of our presumptions is a moral and intellectual imperative (Magee,
1974).
4.3 Science v non-science: Popper distinguishes science from non-science (Magee, 1974). This is in marked contrast to
the attitude so prevalent in many of the popular science writers of today who seem to juxtapose science with nonsense.
This attitude, known as scientism, is an ideology which holds that anything that cannot be defended scientifically i.e. is
possible to falsify in principle, is indefensible. The implication is that science provides the only portal to knowledge of
the world. Popper’s distinction between science and non-science allows for the valuing of knowledge which is not
scientific. For Popper there are two issues at stake. Firstly, science is founded on rational argument and secondly,
scientific postulation is subject to all possible testing particularly those tests which will refute the postulation. The
possibility of refutation is a subset of the broader basis of rational argument. Popper is quick to acknowledge that
holding a rational worldview requires an irrational holding of that belief. This is the heart of the position which he terms
‘critical rationalism’. Those who hold rationalism without an acknowledgement of the limitations of the rational process
hold what Popper terms an ‘uncritical or comprehensive rationalism’ (Popper in Miller, 1983). This attitude is perhaps
most clearly illustrated in the powerful argument against religion of Richard Dawkins, most notably in The God
Delusion. This book is rationally well argued, if one forgives the occasional sweeping statement as good rhetoric, but
anything which cannot be defended on a scientific basis is dismissed out of turn. Few would dispute that the
understanding that we have of the cosmos today is principally attributable to scientists of all ilk and era. In the context of
this paper, the valuing of personal development in science education would be classified as non-science. In a broader
sense, there are many disciplines which contribute significantly to humanity which are not properly scientific. Of these,
perhaps one which most closely impinges upon scientific research is the area of ethics. Ethical decisions are not
scientific, although some elements of any particular ethical argument may be defended in rational terms. Whilst some
scientists may not like particular decisions made by ethics committees which may hinder their research efforts, there are
probably only a very small minority of scientists who would not see the value of ethics despite its lack of rational
credibility. One cannot defend the value of ethics scientifically. Popper himself acknowledges that whilst rationalism is
very useful, and indeed fundamental to progress in science, it has a limited sphere of application. Adherence to a
‘comprehensive rationalism’ rather than a ‘critical rationalism’ (Popper in Miller, 1983) results in the undervaluing of
those aspects of human discovery which are not ‘scientific’. From there it is a relatively short step to scientism. The
problem here is that once we have elevated the rational aspects of humanity above the relational, the ‘being’ so earnestly
argued for by Barnett (2008), slips from our grasp. Science is fundamentally important but we must understand that it is
not everything. Scientism itself arises out of an irrational value judgment.
This is not to say that ‘being’ will be found by pursing knowledge through an irrational process. On the contrary, the
ability to follow a rational argument and judge the quality of an argument in rational terms is a crucial part of citizenship
(Magee, 1974; Westbrook, 1993). Furthermore engaging in the process of coming to know may well have an influence
on the ‘being’ of a person (Barnett, 2009). Who among the highly educated would not argue that the world would be a
better place if the outcome of political elections were based on the strength of the candidates’ arguments, rather than the
force of personality? There are multiple examples which are less emotionally charged which can illustrate this point.
One such example is the burgeoning in marketing of ‘chemical free substances’ which is related to what can arguably
described as a reemergence of the vital force theory (Bourne, 2009). The basic premise being that a specific molecule
made in a plant or animal is deemed to have special qualities despite being chemically indistinguishable from the
laboratory synthesized equivalent. The rational argument is simply ignored despite the scientific evidence. The real
problem with an irrational stance is that it cannot be critiqued rationally because the foundations of the viewpoint are not
open to inspection. All higher education, if it is to be truly useful, must attend to a sound grasp of the difference between
science and non-science. Key assumptions and creative leaps are a legitimate and important aspect of scientific progress.
They allow us to progress, to move beyond the bounds of what is already known (Miller, 1983). But in themselves, such
Published by Sciedu Press
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creative leaps are not science. Their anecdotal presence in the history of science help guard against pure scientism, but
they cannot stand alone.
5. Models of intellectual development
Intellectual growth has been wryly described by Kroll as ‘the development from ignorant certainty to intelligent
confusion’ (Felder & Brent, 2004a). In the stage of ignorant certainty, knowledge is crudely divided into two broad
categories, that which is certain and that which is unknowable. Science is therefore ‘certain’, and its certainty is
provided by the authority of the educator. The student’s task is to get to grips with the package of certain knowledge
required by any specific course. There are a number of well-established typologies which track the different stages of
intellectual development. Perry’s model (1970) delineates nine stages which can been grouped into three
epistemological positions (West, 2004): dualism (stages 1-2); multiplicity (stages 3-4); and relativism (stages 5-9). The
terms used here in the Perry model are slightly awkward to use in a hard science setting where relativism is not seen in a
positive light. The Baxter-Magolda typology (1992) gives four epistemological positions absolute knowing; transitional
knowing; independent knowing and contextual knowing which are slightly easier to apply directly to a hard science
context. Absolute knowing correlates to Perry’s stage 2; transitional knowing to Perry’s stage 3; independent knowing to
Perry’s stage 4 and contextual knowing covers Perry’s stages 5-6 (Felder & Brent, 2004a). In both cases the trajectory
begins with ‘ a state of simple, absolute certainty’ and develops ‘into a multifaceted, evaluative system’ (West, 2004, p.
61).
The Popperian emphasis on the importance of critique in the development of ideas is consistent with the ‘contextual
knowing’ stage of the Baxter-Magolda typography. In the stage of contextual knowing, several important elements
converge: the ability to development a rational argument to support the idea; the willingness to seek evidence to support
the idea; a degree of comfort with the fragility to the model proposed i.e. the model is a ‘best-fit’ for the moment, but a
marginally more robust model is likely to be proposed at some point in the future (Felder & Brent, 2004a).This mirrors a
Popperian framework – the importance of rational argument which is subjected to external critique; the need for a
scientific approach to any scientific hypothesis i.e. experiments which will potentially nullify the hypothesis should be
actively investigated; and a level of comfort with the idea that all knowledge is incomplete as evidence or theory may
emerge at any time which radically alters the way in which we view this particular model. The only caveat here is that
for Popper, nullification of the hypothesis would require a complete rethinking. Lakatos and other philosophers with
Popperian roots take a slightly softer approach and place greater emphasis on the improvement of a hypothesis by
increment.
Drawing from Dewey (1963), unless we are conscious of the importance of fostering intellectual development, in
addition to content knowledge, in our undergraduate science courses, we are likely to fail in our intention to facilitate
intellectual development as conceptualized by Baxter-Magolda (1992). Felder and Brent suggest that ‘science and
engineering educators should adopt as a primary goal doing a better job of promoting the intellectual growth of their
students than has been done in the past’ (2004a, pp. 10-11). Of course, whilst such a goal is desirable its implementation
is not simple because so many factors influence intellectual development. For Felder and Brent (2004a), the role of the
educator is to provide sufficient challenge to engage students fully, however, this must be done in a supportive manner.
An environment which is punitive or hostile towards students who fail in their attempts to voice opinions may only
succeed in paralyzing the students thereby effectively halting their intellectual development (Felder & Brent, 2004b).
6. Towards a Popperian model of education
Traditionally science has been taught deductively (Prince & Felder, 2007) where students are required to learn facts and
then taught the importance of these facts through connection with other related facts. The application of these facts is
seen as important but secondary. Not only does this fail to help students connect their knowledge to real world problems,
it may also fail to teach students how to question and critique knowledge. Many of us have resorted to saying ‘just
accept [this particular fact] for the moment – you will see its relevance later on’. It has been claimed that science and
engineering students are more likely ‘believe in the certainty of knowledge and in authority as its source’ than their
counterparts in the social sciences and humanities (Felder & Brent, 2004a). In part this is due to the different emphases
of the relevant degree programs. The ability to compare and contrast different arguments is considered to be far more
important in the social sciences and humanities. These differences may be ameliorated in postgraduate science programs
which include seminar style courses (Jehng, Johnson, & Anderson, 1993) where course material tends to focus on
research papers rather than textbooks. Nevertheless, the problem of a relatively simplistic attitude towards knowledge at
the end of an undergraduate degree remains. This relatively simplistic attitude is not only problematic for the graduate
who ends up in a science related field and is unable to contribute meaningfully in the workplace beyond performing
routine lab work, it perpetuates the problem of an uncritical citizenry. For Popper, society can only develop and progress
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through active critical participation (Magee, 1974). If we are to develop a Popperian foundation in undergraduate
courses two key elements may help us along the way, inductive teaching methods and peer instruction.
Inductive teaching methods cover a variety of approaches including problem based learning, just-in-time teaching (based
on the response to conceptual problems), inquiry based learning, case studies and project based instruction (Prince &
Felder, 2007). The inductive approach clearly utilises Popper’s assertion that all learning is problem-solving. The
development of critique however, requires student-student interaction, which is often described as peer learning. It is
very difficult to participate in a conversation about a specific concept without some process of reflection. The act of
articulation of a concept or problem helps students in their intellectual development (Felder & Brent, 2004a). Whilst it is
probable that a student in the physical sciences will not be contesting the validity of a particular understanding of the
physical world, they may well contest the validity of the manner in which this concept is articulated by a fellow student.
The process of doing so is an important developmental step. Students who are comfortable raising questions amongst
their peers may well be more likely to raise questions to the lecturer. The ability to speak in an academic setting is no
mean feat. Not only does it require sensitivity to the flow of the discussion, it also requires confidence and fluency
(Mann, 2008). These skills are only developed through practice. Practice is far easier in the relatively safe environment
of a small peer group. But the conversation will only happen frequently in the small peer group if it is facilitated and
necessitated by the structure of the course.
It is only in the last couple of decades that inductive teaching methods have really begun to be explored in the physical
sciences. One of the more successful developments appears to be a combination of a use of concept tests and peer
instruction (Crouch & Mazur, 2001). Such an approach does not require the student to develop a sophisticated
knowledge of scientific theory from first principles, but rather aids the student in developing an ability to work with the
subject matter in a way that has an accurate and robust grounding in conceptual understanding. There is increasing
evidence in the literature to show that many undergraduate science majors not only have a simplistic view of knowledge
development, they also have far less grasp of the theory of the subject than their marks might suggest. Of course, this
points towards the importance of an appropriately aligned assessment - although assessment alone may not deliver
substantial improvements in conceptual understanding (Shay, 2008). Nonetheless, evidence has shown that there is a fair
correlation between the level at which the basic concepts are grasped and the performance in standard assessments
whilst the converse is not necessarily true (Crouch & Mazur, 2001).
Peer instruction gives students a chance to discuss their understanding of particular concepts or problems. In the process
the students are forced to think about what they understand, and to try to articulate that – this requires a process of
reflection. The discussion between the students provides a platform in which they can begin to master the art of
developing a scientific argument. Finally, the student is forced to face his or her own misconceptions and to rethink and
reconsider what he or she understands to be accurate. In this way, the student becomes aware of any problems in
conceptual understanding at an early stage and can readily remedy the situation before another layer of theory is added
to this platform. In addition, the student is forced into a more sophisticated relationship with knowledge as he comes to
recognize that his peers understand and interpret the same information in slightly different ways with varying degrees of
accuracy.
Popper leaves one further thought to consider. Ideals can quickly become as stifling as the flawed system they are meant
to improve. As we try to implement new systems, issues will emerge that were not anticipated. It crucial therefore, to
have a system of critique in place which can periodically assess the new status quo and ascertain the best way forward
from this place. If we are to develop better models of science education, we need to adopt better methods of critique.
7. Conclusion
At the heart of Popperian philosophy is the idea that critique is the most important way that knowledge, science and
society all develop. At the moment, hundreds of thousands of students graduate with science degrees around the world
every year. The vast majority of these students have a good grasp of some scientific facts, but tragically this is not
necessary coupled with an ability to critique, defend and substantiate a scientific argument. As such, many science
graduates may not yet be functional scientists in terms of the way in which they think. If this truly is the case, then it is
worth questioning the value of a science degree. Popper provides us with a substantial platform upon which to build a
new approach to scientific education. In true Popperian style, it is not clear exactly what that new approach will look like.
But the use of concept tests and peer instruction may provide us with a starting point. If these examples, and other
similar systems which provide students with a lot of practice at conversation and critique, are used more widely,
doubtless new models will emerge. As we engage with trying to develop a truly scientific education for our
undergraduates, would do well to remember that, for Popper, problem-solving is not something we have to give to the
students. It is an innate quality which we simply must try to uncover. Perhaps it is only if we consciously keep the
Published by Sciedu Press
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scientist citizen or citizen scientist central in our minds as we develop curricula and argue for the inclusion or exclusion
of pockets of information that we will come close to achieving a truly educative science degree. Taking note of a few of
the Popperian ideas we may find a way to do that in a manner which is integrated into the science curriculum rather than
an added extra.
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